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Airlines react to attacks H
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Demands mounted yesterday for an
international conference to plan action to
deal with Arab terrorist attacks on
commercial airliners.
Among those engaged in preliminary
consultations to arrange a conference
are governments, presidents of major

Rhodes occepts
Ohio ABM site
if found needed
TOLEDO (AP)-Gov. James A.
Rhodes said here yesterday he would
approve establishment of an AntiBallistics Missile ABM site in Ohio if the
Secretary of Defense thought it
necessary.
The Ohio-Michigan area has been
mentioned as a possible site for the ABM
if Congress approves the Nixon Administration's program to expand the
program.
The question was one the governor
answered at a surprise news conference
here prior to his appearance at a
University of Toledo convocation in
which he paid tribute to the school's
championship football team.
He was asked, if his announcement
recently, that plain clothes officers would
move into the fringe areas of universities
to check crime, would be any violation of
student rights. He said it would not
violate any student rights since the
plainclothes officers would not be on
campus but only in the fringe areas of
state universities.
The governor said he didn't see any
real differences on main issues between
him and his primary opponent for the
Republican U.S. Senate nomination,
Robert Taft Jr., only some misunderstandings. However, he also said he
didn't see any time in his schedule for
debates with Taft, and that he as well as
Taft could be questioned on any issue.

airlines, pilots' groups and airport
authorities.
The United States and Swiss governments are seeking a meeting as soon as
possible of the International Civil
Aviation Organisation in Montreal to
discuss the situation.
It was the crash of a Swissair Zurichto Tel Aviv flight Saturday in which 47
persons were killed that set off the urgent
discussions. Despite conflicting claims
and denials, Arab terrorists are
generally believed to have gotten an
explosive into the baggage compartment
of the plane.
As anger against the attack ran high,
the chief of the unified Palestine
guerrilla command, Yassir Arafat,
declared in Amman that his movement is
opposed to the sabotage of civilian
planes.
He also denied that any Arab guerrilla
organization was responsible for the
Swiss crash.
The airline presidents are organized
in the executive committee of the International Air Transport Association, a
nongovernmental group.
They conferred by telephone Tuesday.
Informed aviation sources said they
also consulted Sheik Majib Alamuddin,
president of Lebanon's Middle East
Airlines.
Representatives of Arab airlines
scheduled a conference in Cairo Saturday after British Overseas Airways
Corp. employes said Tuesday they would
not service aircraft for the eight Arab
lines that fly to London.
Capt. Ola Forsberg of Finland,
president of the International Federation
of Air Line Pilots Associations, conferred
for an hour Tuesday with U.N. Undersecretary Ralph Bunche and asked
for a Security Council meeting to discuss
safety in civil aviation.
He said Bunche told him a council
meeting would do no good because the
situation is "very complicated...very
complex."
Forsberg said the principle officers of
the federation were to discuss the
problem in London yesterday.
Asutrian officials asked the U.N.

Human Rights Commission to hold a
conference on the grave situation posed
by increasing sabotage of civilian aircraft.
An Austrian airliner flying from
Frankfurt to Vienna had an explosion
aboard but landed safely the same day
the Swissair plane crashed. The explosion was attributed to a package some
Arabs had mailed to Israel.
Four European airlines maintained a
suspension of air mail and air freight

Editor removes 20
for protesting policy
By Daneene Fry
News Editor
Twenty members of the OSU Lantern
newspaper staff have been suspended
from the staff as a result of a protest
about a Monday editorial, said Dr.
William E. Hall, director of the OSU
journalism school.
Dr. Hall said the students, including
11 editors and assistant editors, were
suspended by editor-in-chief J. Ralph
Hammock when they walked out of the
office Tuesday in protest of his refusal to
print a "forum letter" opposing the
editorial stand.
The controversial editorial was
written by Hammock and Jay R. Smith,
managing editor. It condemned the OU
Post for its alleged use of obscenity.
Mary Webster, Lantern staff writer
and spokesman for the protestors, said
the "forum letter" was written and
signed by eight editors.
The letter stated in part that "the
l.nntrni deemed itself through the
editorial the only responsible college
newspaper by refusing to support the OU
Post" according to Miss Webster. She
said the letter also maintained the
editorial was written with "complete
disregard" to staff opinion concerning

Pompidou visits Capita
WASHINGTON
(AP)--French
President Georges Pompidou got a polite
hearing in Congress yesterday-despite
the inconspicuous walkout of one
member-as he said Middle Eastern
peace should be sought through a fourpower conference.
Rep. Lester L. Wolff (D-N.Y.) got up
from nis seat near the middle of the big
House chamber and walked out as
Pompidou began speaking. There was no
noticeable stir.
Pompidou had just received about
two minutes of applause from the
audience in the less-than-full chamber.
It appeared that about 300 of the 434
House members and 60 of the 100
senators attended.
Members opposed to France's Middle
East policy, especially the sale of planes
to Libya, had organized a boycott.
However, House employes helped fill

the vacant seats, along with the Cabinet
and a huge turnout of the diplomatic
corps.
The Capitol was heavily guarded by
police and Secret Service agents-Die
tightest security, one police official said,
in about 14 years.
Pompidou -s speech, translated into
English paragraph by paragraph, was
interrupted eight times by applausenever tumultuous. But some senators
cried "Vive la France," as he left, to
more applause, passing to shake hands.
There was applause even when the
French president said:
"Allow me, as a friend, to tell you that
the end of the war in Vietnam, for the
United States, will be the most worthy of
victories-a victory won first over
oneself."
Pompidou made no mention in his
address of the arms sale or other specif ic

service to Israel as a result of the crash
Saturday. Other airlines embargoed
cargo to Israel for 48 hours and beefed up
security.
Europe's airports have become places
of fear, tension and tiresome checks of
luggage and handbags. Armed guards
patrol at Swiss airports.
Other airports have set up special
check-in counters for Tel Aviv and
meticulously check passports with
tickets.

controversies, and mentioned the Middle
East disputes only briefly.
"Believe me," he said, "France's
intentions in the face of these conflicts
has never been to be detrimental to any
nation nor to serve another. We seek, we
want only peace."
He restated France's position that
Israel has the right to exist in security as
an independent and sovereign state, and
criticized the continuing hositilities in the
area.
"Who cannot see the precarious andin the long run-sterile nature of the
victories gained?" Pompidou asked.
"Who does not understand that there
is no assured future for Israel outside a
lasting entente with the world which
surrounds it-entente which implies
renunciation of military conquest and the
solution of the Palestinian problem."

the Post issue.
"We wouldn't run the letter because
the members signed it by their staff
positions," said Smith.
Miss Webster said a faction of the
staff supporting the publication of the
letter submitted a petition, containing 30
signatures, to the publications board
demanding the printing of the letter.
The group continued protests Tuesday
morning by leafleting at the major points
of distribution for the Unite™
Miss Webster said the group was
ordered to discontinue the leafleting by
plain clothes security officers at approximately 9:30 a.m.
She added that the group had
managed to distribute approximately
5,400 leaflets in the two hours before the
officers' order.
The walk out occured later that afternoon when editor Hammock maintained his refusal to print the "forum
letter."
Members of the staff refused to
submit stories until the letter was
printed, said Miss Webster. She said
William Rogers, Lantern advisor, told
the protestors they should either return
to work or leave the office.
Members then left the office and sat in
the hall, said Miss Webster. She added
that the protestors destroyed or removed
approximately 75 per cent of the Tuesday
copy upon their departure.
"Ralph and I decided on an editorial
stand," said managing editor Smith. The
opposing "forum letter" was the result of
an editorial board decision following the
printing of the editorial, he said.
Miss Webster said the main issue was
that "staff writers are not permitted to
write letters to the editor in their own
paper."
"We think the letter should have been
signed by the staff members as students,
with their class standing, and not by their
staff positions," said Smith.
Dr. Hall said it was against Lantern
policy to print the letter signed by
members and their positions instead of
their class standing.
The publications board yesterday
ruled "persons on the staff should be
permitted to have letters printed if
signed by them as students, not staff
writers," said Smith. "I think we would
run it now, after the publication board
meeting."
Smith said the editor had the power to
suspend the protesting staff members,
and exercised his power at the time of the
walk out.

Representative
hopes to repeal
anti-ROTC bill
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The pro-ROTC forces in Student
Council may be down, but they're not
out...yet
Rep. Dwaine Zitko, member of the
committee that made the recent proROTC study, indicated yesterday that an
attempt will be made at tonight's Council
meeting to repeal the anti-ROTC
measure passed at last week's meeting.
The legislation called for abolishment of
credit for the University's ROTC
program.
The bill may be moved back onto the
floor by any Individual who voted against
it, Zitko said, adding that he felt several
points were missed by members when
the resolution was passed.
"I feel there were several
discrepancies in the bill," he remarked,
"and I'm quite confident the bill will be
rescinded when these points are made
evident."
"We need to support of the student
body." Zitko continued, "So we hope all
students who support ROTC or don't feel
ROTC hurts them in any way will attend."

Attociatdd Prats Wirephoto

AFTER THE SWISSAIR CRASH near WuerenllngeD, Switzerland, which
killed 47 people on their way to Israel, a Danish policeman equipped with
submachine gun guards luggage destined for Tel Aviv.

Discrimination real,
states BSU leader
Discrimination does exist in Bowling
Green and it is only a question of what
form it takes, Gerald Dillingham,
spokesman for the Black Student Union,
said Tuesday night at a meeting of the
town-student roundtable.
He said one of the bigger problems
before black students is finding offcampus housing, adding that the BSU has
records of major apartment complexes
in Bowling Green which have
discriminated against blacks in the past.
Student Body President Greg Thatch
noted a case which was brought before
his office two weeks ago by two black
coeds.
They reported that the owner of an
apartment, who assured them over the
phone that housing was available, told
them when they arrived to look at it that
same day that the apartment was
already rented.
Thatch said when he learned of this he
immediately sent two white coeds to pose
as prospective renters to the same
apartment owner. They were offered the
apartment.
Both Dillingham and David Thompson, campus security officer, agreed that
discriminations such as the inavailability
of certain foods, grooming needs and a
qualified barber in Bowling Green puts
basic strains on black here.
Thompson said he regularly goes to
Toledo for groceries, and Dillingham
added that many students must also go to
Toledo to get a decent haircut.
A student has enough trouble here,
and a black student has two strikes
against him, said Dillingham, "and if
you're a poor black, you're in bad
shape."
He said Blacks here feel they are a
"side-show" to the people downtown,
although discrimination by businesses is
rare.
To change this, he said, the people will
have to change. Supreme Court rulings
and laws are not the answer.
Thompson said the basic fear and
cause of discrimination of blacks
anywhere is the fear of intermarriage.
"This is the root of the problem," he
said.
A number of townspeople present felt

Bowling Green has come a long way in
the past few years in the way of
eliminating discriminatory practices.
One of the women present said the
solution to the problem in Bowling Green
is to wait for older "die-hards" to pass
away and allow younger and more openminded citizens to represent majority
feeling.

Gambling probe
indicts ten men
DETROIT (AP)-Federal court
arraignments are scheduled next
Monday for 10 men indicted by a grand
jury probing nationwide gambling and its
relationship to the sports world.
The indictments, made public
Tuesday, named baseball Hall of Fame
pitcher Jerome "Dizzy" Dean as one of
six co-conspirators, but not a defendant.
Dean and his nephew, Paul Dean Jr.,
were alleged in the indictments to have
placed bets with three defendants from
Biloxi, Miss., in behalf of Howard Sober,
74, a Lansing, Mich., trucking executive.
Sober also has been named a coconspirator.
None of seven Michigan men and
three from Biloxi, Miss., indicted by the
grand jury, are sports figures.
The 10 are charged with using the
telephone between states in violation of
federal gambling laws to exchange Information on odds, "place bets, layoff
bets, and accept bets on horse racing and
sports events."
U.S. District Atty. James Brickley
said the indictments had no relationship
with testimony given to the grand jury a
week ago by Detroit Tiger pitcher Denny
McLain, which he said involved "a
separate matter."
McLain was suspended indefinitely
from organized baseball last Thursday
by Baseball Commissioner Bowie Kuhn
for what Kuhn called "involvement in
1967 bookmaking activities."
The 10 named Tuesday were indicted
Feb. 16, but the indictments were not
made public until Tuesday. They are free
on bond.

Police chief resigning
Spencer T. Calcamuggio, chief
security officer at the University, has
announced his resignation, effective
March 20.
The chief has accepted a position in
the public safety field with the Agency
for International Development (AID) in
the U.S. Department of Slate He will
enroll in a 10-week traiiyng course in
Washington prior to active duty.
He has been on the University

security force since 1960, when he was
hired as assistant chief. He was
promoted to chief in 1962 and has seen the
force grow from 12 to 17 officers In that
time.
Chief Calcamuggio, a native of
Toledo, is a veteran of the Korean War
and has served with the Ohio State Highway Patrol.
No successor has been named.
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northern ways
For once, the Southern Democrats have made a
positive contribution to the cause of civil rights.
Led by Senator John Stennis of Mississippi, the
Southerners of the Senate have attached a rider to the
federal aid to education bill that calls for federal action
against school segregation in the North as well as the
South.
Although the ultimate motives of the Southerners is to
slow down desegregation in the South, they have succeeded in bringing to public attention the hypocrisy of the
North in school desegregation.
A segregated Northern school is no less harmful than a
segregated Southern school. The technical difference is
that any student may attend a Northern school if he lives in
the school district. But if all blacks or whites live in a
district, that school is still segregated.
All school districts. North or South, should be designed
to include a racial mix where possible, and if busing is the
only way to insure this mix, then busing should be used.
Segregation breeds suspicion and hostility. For a
person to look upon others as individuals and not as
members of an inferior race requires that this person be
exposed to members of other races.
If this exposure to other races takes place in childhood,
it would be a major step towards eliminating racism and
prejudice in these persons when they reach adulthood. Call
it a grassroots approach.

getting academic credit, too.
What's more, we feel ROTC courses have successfully
guised themselves as academics too long, both at this
University and others.
An academic institution should not support deep
military philosophy and training. This Is the purpose of an
officer's training curriculum undertaken while the man Is
officially in the service and can devote his full time to that
interest.
Yet, the News would not support the removal of ROTC
from the University, altogether. It should be an extracurricular activity, in our opinion. It should be treated
with the same respect at this University as Swan Club,'
Gymnastics and curling.
No one should have the opportunity to join this
organization taken away from him, but to treat it as an
activity worthy of academic credit is a mistake and one
which this University should no longer endorse.

Exactly what will happen to the Senate bill in the House
and conference committee is unclear. But the point has
been made.
School segregation In the North or South is indefensible,
and the inconvenience created by integration will be far
outweighed by the greater racial tolerance and unuersicjnutriy
derstanding that
INCJI will
win result.
resuTT.

ROTC.no credit
Student Council has made the recommendation that
ROTC courses here be given no academic credit.
To this, the News gives its support-but not for the same
reasons Council has proposed.
We feel a commission in the Armed Forces is enough of
a benefit to a ROTC candidate, aside from the man's

DEAR SECRETARY FINCH-NQW YOU TELL HIM ...
PlQICTtlSKWUbr-

no choices or rights
on racial question
our man Hoppe

By Ronald Doughty
Student Column
If you don't watch closely, you may not see the strangling tentacles of the
federal bureaucracy squeeze away your last strains of freedom and liberty. For
the new administration in Washington has set upon itself the task of completely
destroying the only facet of democracy left-that of segregation.
Segregation has been unjustly accused of partiality toward the races. But it
has been used for decades as a successful means of assuring racial balance and
harntony with equity. The French philosopher, Alexis de Tocqueville, writing
before the civil war, stated that, "wherever the white and black have lived
together, if the white man predominated, he slaved the black and if the black
man predominated he extermined the white".
Segregation in effect, prohibits the enslavement of the Negro and the extermination of the whites.
1
But segregation is more than this; it is pride In one's race, in one's identity
and in one's character. A black man should feel proud that he is a black man as
well as a white man should take pride in his race. For this is the American way.
The way of separation is the way of pride. Each race preserves the qualities
of its kind and the belief that their race must be preserved in order to retain its
distinguishable characteristics and maintain racial peace.
But this racial separation, which has been practiced in the South as well as
the North, is under complete attack by those who wish to see this harmony come
loan end.Ever since the '54 ruling of the Supreme Court outlawing segregation,
the courts as well as the federal government have intruded into the rights of the
individual and local power.
The rights of the individual are defined by our Constitution. Race policy is a
matter of the states and more explicitedly of the people themselves. For this is
democracy. This is giving the power to the people upon which our Constitution
was framed.
The people of the community decide the issues of their particular area and
should not be subjected to a tyrannical power-house on the Potomac. If the
people of a community can no longer decide what schools they want their
children to attend, who they want to sell their homes to or who the leaders of
their township should be, then have no freedom. No individual power. No
people power. We have tyranny.
For it is written in the Declaration of Independence that whenever a
government becomes irresponsible of the people, "it is the Right of the People
to alter or abolish it".
When people in a district are forced to integrate their schools strictlyfor the
purposes of integration, they have the right to reject that order In accordance
with upholding the principles of the Declaration of Independence.
For this is the decision of the community. Not Washington's.
Nowhere is it written in the Constitution the right to interfere in race
relations. For those "powers not delegated to the United States by the Constitution . nor prohibited by it to the states are reserved to the states respectively or to the people".
In reality then the '54 decision of the Supreme Court is unconstitutional and
should be considered as such by the states and the people.
Our nation was built upon the concepts of individualism, diffusion of power
and the consent of the governed. The central government in its quest for power
has violated each of these traditional American ideals. Individualism is
replaced by centralism; diffusion of power is replaced by bureaucratic control;
and the consent of the governed is replaced by bayoneted troops on the campuses of little Rock and Mississippi.
This is not freedom of choice, freedom of decision or freedom of independence. This is pure and overt tyranny. No rights. No choices. One
decision-Washington's.
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Mrs. Coolidge's letters
By Arthur Hoppe
National Columnist
Now that Mrs. Onassis is being called
a home wrecker in the headlines for
writing four thank-you notes to a married
gentleman, the flaming sex scandal of
the Calvin Coolidge Administration can
no longer be withheld from public
scrutiny.
The scandal is well documented in a
hitherto-secret letter found in the rumble
seat of a Model A Ford roadster.
It is signed, "Grace (Mrs. Calvin)
Coolidge." It is addressed to Cyrus Hockding, the Deputy Assistant Secretary of
Agriculture who cut a dashing figure at
The First Presbyterian Church's Baked
Bean Suppers in Washington during the
Coolidge years.
The date of this intimate note-June
17,1926—is considered particularly
significant. For it was precisely six years
and ten weeks after this-to the day-that
Mrs. Hockding ran off with a piano tuner
from Baltimore.
While Mrs. Hockding never publicly
blamed Mrs. Coolidge for breaking up
her home, she often confided to friends,
"There has been no music In my
marriage since June 17,1928."
The first hint we have of the scandal
appears in the salutation of the letter:
"Dear Mrs. Hockding."
The word, "dear," is defined by the
dictionary as "highly esteemed,
cherished, loved." And what are the first
three words Mrs. Coolidge addresses to
her cherished, loved Mr. Hockding?
"I desire you. . ."
Proceeding with guilty haste from this
shocking declaration, Mrs. Coolidge
quickly adds, ". . .to know of my
gratitude to you. . ." (Here, in the first
two lines, we find Mrs. Coolidge confessing not only her passionate desires
for Mr. Hockding's future favors, but her
gratitude for who-knows-what romantic
interludes in the couple's hidden past.)
Pressing girlishly on, she writes, ". .
.for sending me that slim volume (Ah!
We all know what comes in slim volumes,
don't we?) entitled, 'A Statistical Abstract of Fiscal 1924 Maple Syrup
Production in Vermont.' It brought back
many pleasant memories."
(Many pleasant memories of what?
We can only speculate. But let it be
remembered that Mrs. Coolidge's intimates invariably described her as "gay
and charming." "She's a real sex pot,"
said one, "compared to Cal.")
The letter continues: "Thank you for
the inscription in the fly leaf. . ." (What
mad, insane words of love did that inscription employ? We know not. The book
is unfortunately lost.) ".. .and in return
allow me to convey my best wishes to
you." (Her best wishes for what? And
how does she plan to convey them? Ah,
love's sweet secrets!)
But by now she is overwrought with
emotion she can no longer contain. And in
her two closing words she reveal allpledging that she is, in truth, his with all
the sincerity of an impassioned heart. In
an outburst of inflamed ardor, she
writes:
"Sincerely Yours."
The only puxxle is how Mrs. Coolidge
could have been so indiscreet. Surely, all

public figures know that every private
word they write will be eagerly read by
us multitudes sooner or later.

They can only try to make the best of
it. But, never fear, well make the worst
of it.

news
Lerrers
no reason for alibi
We may not agree on what constitutes good teaching, but few will fail to
recognize bad teaching when they see it. There is, however, no excuse for a
faculty member's using the alibi that his ineffective teaching may be blamed on
disinterested students.
One allows oneself or a colleague such a remark in private, but to propose
such a view publicly and seriously is incongrous with a faculty member's
moral, contractual obligation to teach as well as he can, despite student apathy.
The simplistic question of "good" or "bad" teaching is insufficient as a
description of the kind of teaching presently required on this campus. What we
need at the moment is inspired teaching. It is a fact that a teacher can
frequently break through the veil of intellectual coma and turn some students
on.
Certainly students at this university are insufferably apathetic-toward
almost everything. But has my colleague in the Psychology Department considered the possibility that the poor intellectual climate here at BGSU may be a
vicious cycle whose downward spiral can only be broken when one or more of
the parties to this unhappy round-robin refuses to sink lower?
This hot bed of apathy will continue to thrive as long as both sides of the
"good teaching" issue continue to pass the buck, and fail to accept personal
responsibility for the jaundiced intellectual condition of this university's
collective mind.
Joe Scott
German & Russian

prof flunks Computer Center
It is conceivable that some soldier may be walking in kneedeep mud In
Vietnam through no fault of his own.
How many students have been forced to drop out of school or have experienced emotional difficulties due to an IBM computer? Exaggeration?
Perhaps. Actually the blame should not be placed on the insensitivity of the
machine, but rather by the apparent lack of concern by those who operate it.
As a case in point, while in the process of recording grades from one of my
exams, I fortunately noticed that a student had omitted 13 questions, according
to the IBM print-out.
Under the impression that perhaps the student was missing the last two
pages of the exam, I undertook a closer analysis.
As a result, the student had not only (1) answered All the questions, but (1)
made dark markings, and (3) had no smeared eraser marks on the answer
sheet. I wondered where the difficulty could be.
The student had used an equivalent to a number-2 pencil, since her identification number was accurately recorded on the print-out.
Examining closer, I found 12 other students who had apparently experienced
similar difficulties.
When returning the answer sheets to the Computer Center to have them rechecked, I was politely notified that the IBM computer was malfunctioning at
the times the tests were graded. I was also informed that my class results were
not an isolated incident.
Why weren't the departmental offices notified of the possible inaccuracy of
the machine's computations? What are the ethical standards of the Computer
Center? If the Computer Center's policy is to place the responsibility of finding
mechanical errors solely upon the instructors (when the operators, themselves,
are aware of the computers incompetence) then one cannot help but wonder
how many errors have gone by unnoticed.
Ralph Bishop
Sociology Dept.

'justice' for a
revolutionary
By Paul Collins
Student Columnist
When revolutionary Jerry Rubin, 31,
visited Bowling Green University last
year, he was under indictment to the U.S.
District Court in Chicago for conspiring
to provoke violence at the 1968
Democratic National Convention. He had
predicted the "Chicago Seven" trial
would be theatrical and farcical. He was
right.
But one important aspect of the
judicial process this highly controversial
trial has revealed is the court's insistence upon maintaining stolid, middleclass conservatism, the hallmark of
"order in the court." The acquiescence
and respectful decorum Judge Julius J.
Hoffman expected were challenged by
the defendants.
The seven are being held in Jail on
contempt of court sentences, imposed by
Judge Hoffman last weekend, ranging
from 24 months to 2W years. Their attorneys, William M. Kunstler and
Leonard I. Welnglass, were also sentenced for contempt, Kunstler for 4
years, 13 days, Wienglass for 20 months,
5 days.
This federal Judge has refused to
grant bail on the contempt charges,
pending appeal, and reportedly feels the
men are "too dangerous to release."
This, despite Constitutional guarantees
of right to bail, the Eighth Amendment's
guarantee that bail not be excessive, and
Supreme Court rulings that bail's function must be limited to guaranteeing
court appearance-not precluding
criminal activity.
The contempt sentences were imposed summarily at the end of the fivemonth trial, and were the irascible, 72year-old judge's way of retaliating
against repeated examples of courtroom
behavior violating traditional normsangry outbursts and profanity.
The frighteiiog revelation is that the
very nature of the defendants' personalities and life styles destined them
far prison. Their mannerisms doomed
them from the start
And it's just beginning to hit the fan.
In New York a Ford Foundationsupported committee of architects,
lawyers, and judges is studying new
courtroom designs and the possibility of
using plastic-bubble booths to isolate
defendants who might "disrupt" a trial.
Mr. Rubin and his fellow "conspirators," who certainly number more
than six, will doubtless be pleased to
learn the courts find them offensive
enough to seal in plastic, so as to avoid
contaminating American justice's
purity.
And the situation bodes ill for many
besides "hippies"-the court's humorless
attitude has radicalised many
"straights" to whom the court seemed
unnecessarily inflexible. Sporadic
demonstrations around the country have
indicated outrage at the contempt sentences.
A warning that the judicial system is
lacking in many areas and failing in
many cases to serve justice was made in
the Skoinick Report, "The Politics of
Protest." The Report noted, ". . .the
recent escalation of protest has resulted
in an enormous burden on traditional
disciplinary and criminal procedures
and thus contributed to the growing
disenchantment with the legal system.
".. .at protest increases.. .It becomes
■sere difficult to draw Maes betweta
dtsseat aid crimlaallty."
As more groups actively enter the
political scene-teachers, police, ethnics,
students, conservationists, labor-it
becomes increasingly important that
"lines between dissent and criminality"
be drawn clearly, and that the right to
apeak and protest be seen by the "law
enforcement establishment" as a fundamental part of constitutional
democracy, rather than a conspiracy of
boogey men or international communists.
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Chemists want new building
By Damon Beck

A FILMED documentary about Dr. Martin Lather King Jr. is to be shown In nearly
IN theaters across the country, and Is expected to raise approximately 15 million
to aid the chil rights movement.

King tribute to assist
civil right movement
A filmed documentary
tribute to Dr. Martin Luther
King Jr. is expected to raise
$5,000,000 to support civil
rights work.
Tuesday evening, March
24, the film entitled, "King: A
Filmed Record...Montgomery
to Memphis" will be shown in
more than 30C cities. Sponsor
of the event is The Martin
Luther King Film Project.
Project officials expect an

audience of one million persons nationwide for the single
showing of the documentary.
The Valentine Theatre,
Toledo, will present the film at
8 p.m.
The
motion
picture
documents the civil rights
movement in the United '
States during its early years,
along with the work of Dr.,
King from 1955 until his death
in 1968.
Ely landau, the film's
producer, and who conceived
the project, said, "We hope
that in some small way this
event will be worthy of, and do
VIENTIANE, I-.".-. (AP)- justice to, the cause to which
The North Vietnamese-Pathet
Lao offensive rolled on unchecked in east-central Laos
yesterday as the defenders of
Muong Soui and their families
straggled back to Gen. Vang
Pao's headquarters at Long
Cheng, 35 miles to the south.
WASHINGTON
(APIVang Pao reportedly had President Nixon's postal
planned to reinforce the corporation plan ran into a
strategic mile-long airstrip congressional block yesterday
and the town of Muong Soui that a union official said
with a battalion from the "could be the forerunner to
10,000 Meo tribesmen he the first .national postal strike
commands, but changed his in'u4- history."
mind when enemy ground fire
Chairman Thaddeus J.
prevented troop-carrying
planes from landing at the Dulski (D-N.Y.) announced
his House Post Office Comfield.
Sources in Vientiane said mittee will not consider the
the company of Meo and Lao corporation plan and will not
troops defending the post 15 tie a postal pay raise to it
miles west of the Plain of Jars unless he is overruled by his
were ordered to abandon it at committee members.
He announced he has asked
dusk Tuesday.
Air strikes hit Muong Soui Chairman Gale McGee (Dearly yesterday but the enemy Wyo.) of the Senate Post
apparently expected the at- Office Committee to begin
tack and took cover in the hills
adjacent.

Viets take over
Laos territory

Dr. King devoted his life."
Landau said the singleevening, nationwide showing
was planned because it would
bring maximum revenues for
the project.
Well-known stars such as
Harry
Belafonte,
Paul
Newman, Charlton Heston,
Sidney Poitier, Sammy Davis
Jr., Walter Matthau, Darren
McGavin and Leslie Uggams
will appear in the motion
picture.
The full-length, 24 hour
film film will be released, for
educational purposes, in a
four hour version following the
March 24 event.

Congress blocks
Nixon postal plan

The Pledges
of Alpha Phi
Omega
congratulate the newly
elected officers of the
active chapter.
pledges, get
tives high for
Phi Omega
Parry at 9:00
Pettl's

your acthe Alpha
and KD
Friday at

conferences on a separate
postal pay bill, not tied to
postal reform, for Congress to
send to President Nixon.
James H. Rademacher,
president of the National
Association of Letter Carriers,
said Nixon has personally told
him he will veto any pay bill
that is not part of a postal
corporation
or
postal
authority bill.
"What happened here
today could be the forerunner
to the first national postal
strike in U.S. history,"
Rademacher told newsmen.
"I want you to quote me on
that. This is not a threat. My
people have had all they can
take."

Approximately 50 persons
attended a joint facultystudent
open
dialogue
Tuesday night to discuss the
construction of a new building
and other problems of the
chemistry department.
As part of the Chemical
Society's intradepartmental
problems program, a panel of
four faculty members plus 10
faculty members in the
audience answered student
questions presented by
moderator Andrew Holian,
junior' LAI, a panel of students
and various students in the
audience.
The faculty panel consisted
of Dr. W.H. Hall, chairman of
the chemistry department.
Dr. Arlo D. Boggs, professor
of chemistry, Dr. David
Newman and Dr. Paul Entires, assistant professors of
chemistry.
Dr. Hall pointed out that
the chemistry department
was the first of the sciences to
have a new building when
Overman Hall was built, and
will probably have to wait its

turn, until the other sciences prejudice against the hard chemistry building would cost
get their buildings.
sciences," Dr. Newman said. probably made a few people in
"We have to find ways to
Dr. Newman is convinced the administration pale," Dr.
convince the administration that a new building is needed Hurst said.
that we need a new building," but he was quick to point out
The equipping of new labs
that a new structure is not the with the proper equipment
Dr. Hall said.
Dr. Hall said that putting answer to all the problems. and the construction of a new
greater emphasis on research
Dr. Newman said, "It is not building was estimated by
in the department and getting just a building that mades a one professor to possibly run
student and faculty support good program but also the as high as $20 million.
behind a man for the faculty that goes into it."
Certain curriculum
presidency of the University
Dr. A.D. Boggs, professor changes were also asked for
who would be sympathetic of chemistry, says that by the students concerning
toward the sciences would be politics determines in many language and mathematics
ways of getting the ad- cases if you get a new building requirements.
ministration to recognize the or not.
A course in scientific
problem.
"If you can come up with a German was discussed to fill
Dr. Newman and Dr. Hall grant you can have a new requirements past the 202
agree that the answers to their building," he said.
level of German courses.
Dr. Peggy Hurst, associate
building problems do not lie in
Many students expressed
the present administration of professor of chemistry, said the view that courses in
that the lack of money and the German poetry are not as
the University.
Dr. Hall said, "President great expense involved in beneficial as a course that
Jerome stated in his building the type of structure could be applied to a
inauguration address that the needed by the chemistry chemistry major directly.
emphasis at BG should be put department is possibly the
It was reported that a
on the soft sciences rather reason it has not been built. scientific German course had
"An estimate of what a new been offered in the past but
than the hard sciences. He's
demonstrated he meant this 4S&&!4<i'&i*!*!*!<i&i*!&^&^^*~&.
statement since that time."
"Dr. Jerome has not been
convinced that chemistry is an
important part of this
University because of his

Nixon seeks aid for Asian bank
WASHINGTON
(APIPresident Nixon asked
Congress today to pledge a
United States contribution of
$100 million to a special fund
enabling
the
Asian
Development Bank to make
easy - term loans.
Several

other

nations

already are helping the fund,
he said.
In a special message,
Nixon proposed that the
contributions be spread over
three years-$25 million in the
current fiscal year and $35
million and $4 million,
respectively, in the two
succeeding years.
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was discontinued because the
professor teaching it retired
and lack of student interest.
A math course is needed
for chemistry majors, said
Holian, "because the math
required now is only 10 per
cent to chemistry majors."
Another area discussed by
the panel was the appropriation of money in the
department for different
departmental courses.
"We have trusted the
initiative to the professor of
each course on how much he
needs," Dr. Hall said.
Dr. Hall said the department saves about 25 per cent a
year by ordering supplies for
all the courses at the same
time but if resources and
money from the University
can't be kept up, lab fees may
be necessary.
"About $25,000 worth of
goods are handed out to
students a year," he said.
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Local group shows 'love' for retarded youths
By Daine Barron
Staff Reporter

GETTING INTO Ike fwtag el tttagi, meaUlly
retarded children ihow members of YOARC the
latest dance itepi. The dance was held as part of a
"sock hop."

PLEASE HELP US
Increase VA
Educational Benefits
Sign tk« petition li U. Hall

"Although children may be the victims of fate, they will
not be the victims of our neglect," said the late John F.
Kennedy about our nation's mentally retarded children.
However, neglecting them Is just what is being done.
There are more than 400,000 mentally retarded children
and adults in Ohio. Fifty per cent of these are now in institutions for the retarded instead of in their own homes
where they can receive the love and warmth they need.
However, there are some who are concerned. Youth
groups have been organized all over Ohio, their goals being to
bring a little love into the lives of retarded persons, and to
help them to be "productive persons." These groups are
called the Youth Ohio Association's for Retarded Children
(YOARC).
Wood County, too, has a recently organized YOARC.
Anyone between the ages of 13 and 25 is eligible for membership.
YOARC has been meeting every Wednesday night at 7:30
in the Wood County's School for the Mentally Retarded on S.
Grove Street, Bowling Green.
Miss Cheryl Ganch, speech therapist for the first four
grades of Wood County's retarded children organization and
Ray Anderson, teacher of the preworkshop class, for children
aged 16 to 21, are the co-advisers for the group.
Miss Ganch first came up with the idea to form a youth
group in Wood County after attending the National YOARC
Convention In Miami.
She feels that the mentally retarded need help and it's the
youth who must give it.
The goals of the newly organized YOARC should ha
"befriending the retarded child, helping him reach his
potential and informing an Ignorant public of the needs of our
mentally retarded, explained Miss Ganch.
"It's very important that the public be informed," she
•aid, "so we can get a bond issue passed for a new school
building. It's amazing, but people living right down the street
don't even know that we exist."
Anderson believes the major goal of the YOARC is
"without a doubt, creating a more favorable setting in our
society for the mentally retarded."
He also sees as one of their primary concerns, "educating
the community about the needs of retarded children."
John Havrilek, junior (Ed.), and a special education
major, is temporary president of the YOARC.
"These kids have a lot to give," said Havrilek. "I'm in
special education because I couldn't stand to be In a
classroom of kids who didn't need me. These kids really have
a way of making me feel needed."
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TACKLING THE "IHISIUT ai
retarded chUdren and members of the Youth Ohio
Association of Mentally Retarded ChUdren. The
YOARC is currently planning and discussing several
projects for the mentally retarded between the ages of six
and 25.
The first of these projects was a "sock hop" help last
Friday evening (Feb. 20). The gym was decorated with
streamers and crepe paper flowers. Cookies, brownies and
potato chips were provided to the group's members.
The parents of the retarded children watched and played
games provided including "Twister," "Ants in your pants"
and "Hot Potato." Some of the children were shy at first but
were soon "getting in the swing of things."
One of the other projects In the near future is a physical
education program for all ages. It will include tumbling on
mats, relay races around bowling pins, races and fishing for
prizes. YOARC members will supervise all the activities.
A "buddy system" is also currently being worked out.
Under this plan each YOARC member will choose one
mentally retarded child as his or her "buddy." It will be up to
the members to make their "buddies" feel more a part of our
society by calling them on the phone, by taking them uptown
for a coke, by taking them to the zoo, or on picnics, or even
Just window shopping.
Anything to get this child more involved in the world he

group is being organized in Bowling Green under
the Wood Comity School for Mentally Retarded.
lives in is what they need. Even such a small gesture as
calling him on the telephone can mean so much to a retarded
child. After all, how many friends does he have that care
enough to call him? Usually none.
A tour of Cain's Potato Chip factory and picnics and
swimming trips when the weather gets warmer may also be
on the agenda.
Perhaps these activities will fill the gap that now exists in
the lives of the mentally retarded.
YOARC members hope so. They realize that "being a
friend" to a mentally retarded child could change him from a
shy introvert to an outgoing socially oriented person.
Perhaps in the near future no one can call them victims of
our neglect.

Council meets; site changed
Tonight's Student Council meeting will be held in 112 life
Sciences Bldg. instead of 405 Student Services Bldg. as was
originally announced. The meeting will begin at 8.

Jurors indict Tennessee man
in Yablonski investigation
CLEVELAND, Ohio(AP)Federal
grand
Jurors
yesterday indicted Silous
Huddleston, 61, a Tennessee
official of the United Mine
Workers, as a fifth conspirator
in the Dec. 31 slaying of UMW
leader Joseph A. Yablonski.
Jurors said Huddleston, of
LaFollette, Term., was involved in financing an alleged
six-month murder plot and
gave advice to other conspirators, who included his
daughter and son-in-law.
Huddleston was arrested
as he walked away from a
federal court building after
making a brief third appearance before the jury.
Moments before his arrest, he
told newsmen he answered no

questions before the Jury and
did not consider himself a
suspect.
FBI Director J. Edgar
Hoover identified Huddleston
as president of UMW Local
3228 in LaFollette, and said his
arrest was part of a continuing
nationwide investigation into
Yablonskl's death.
Huddleston and the other
four alleged conspirators are
charged with conspiring to
interfere with the rights of a
union member and obstruct
justice by killing Yablonski.
Indicted earlier by the
Cleveland jury were Annette
('.illy, Huddleston's 29-yearold daughter, her husband
Paul, 36; Claude E. Vealey,
26; and Aubran W. Martin, 21,
all of the Cleveland area. All
four face murder charges in
Pennsylvania in the Yablonski
case.

Yablonski, his wife and
daughter were found shot to
death in their ClarksvUle, Pa.,
home Jan. 5, less than one
month after Yablonski failed
to oust incumbent UMW
President "Tony" Boyle in a
hard-fought election battle.
Huddleston was the first
mine worker indicted by the
jury, which charged that he
and the Gillys worked
together to organize and
finance the plot to kill
Yablonski.
Jurors said Gilly made
several trips to LaFollette last
October to "discuss terms of
the conspiracy" with Huddleston.
Huddleston allegedly gave
the conspirators advice by
telephone In two separate
calls last October and
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AND THIS IS HOW the six defendant, looked alter they had been given haircuts. John
DUliager, the seventh defendant, is balding, a\> < did not require the barber treatment.
Weiner and Frolnes were acquitted, while the other five defendants were convicted of
crossing state lines to incite a riot. All seven defendatns are In Jail on contempt charges
raagiag from 2>i months to 2'j years.

THIS IS HOW six ol ibf seven defendant* in the Chicago csoiplracy trial looked before
being Riven a haircut eari..-r thi» week to conform with the standards set by Chicago's
Cook County Jail. They are, tap, from left: Jerry Rubin. Abbie Hoffman, and Tom
Haydea. Also on bottom, are, tram left: Rente Da via, Lee Weiner, aad John Frolaea.

First smoking clinic warns against dangers
You may cut six minutes
off your life for every
cigarette you smoke.
Information concerning the
detriments of smoking were
presented at the first of six
smoking withdrawal clinics
held Monday night.
Dr. Saul Kelson, medical
director of the Health and

Retiree Center in Toledo,
conducted the local Northwest
Ohio Action on Smoking and
Health (NO ASH) clinic.
Dr. Kelson, who has been
working in smoking withdrawal clinics for the last five
years in the Toledo area, said
the clinics are attempts to
"educate
people
and

especially young people
about the hazards of
smoking."
"If they (smokers) are
convinced enough enough that
something is bad for them
they will muster up enough
will power to quit," Dr. Kelson
said.
Among the medical

Death toll increases
in Swiss snowslide
GENEVA (AP)-Working
through the night under
floodlights, searchers in two
Alpine villages had recovered
the bodies of 22 avalanche
victims early yesterday, an
injured person had died in

hospital, and 21 persons were
still missing.
The biggest toll was in
Reckingen, in southwest
Switzerland, where a huge
snowslide roared down into
the Rhode valley at dawn

Supreme Court upholds
FCC ruling on pay-TV
WASHINGTON (AP)-The
Supreme Court has removed
the last legal barrier to overthe-air pay television by
letting stand a lower court
decision upholding
the
Federal Communications
Commission's power to allow
the new service.
Turning down 7-1 the appeal of theater owners and
another group opposing pay
TV, the court threw out the
challenge to the FCC's
authority to license pay TV
operations and contentions
that the agency's rules
discriminated against the
poor and violated the right of
free speech.

The VS. Circuit Court for
the District of Columbia,
ruling last September on a suit
brought by the National
Association of Theater
Owners, said the FCC had
authority under the broad
grant of licensing power in the
communications law.
It also ruled the FCC acted
properly in setting up rules for
pay
TV
development
throughout the country.
Over-the-air pay TV, now
only in the experimental
stages, differs from cable
television, which also is a
subscription service, in using
the public airwaves for
transmitting its signal.

detriments of smoking
discussed was the occurrance
of cancer of the lungs, iarynx,
bladder, pancreas, Up,
esophagus and kidneys.
Emphysema, coronary
heart disease, hardening of
the arteries, chronic bronchitis, loss of hearing and
impaired sleep were also
listed.
Dr. Kelson said 55,000 men
die per year from lung cancer
and that the number is increasing. Smokers run 20
times the risk of developing
this disease than non smokers.
The cure rate for lung cancer
is only five per cent, he said.
A set of X-rays was used to

a few cases does it regress.
Three men from Toledo
gave personal testimonies
about their experiences with
smoking. One had undergone
surgery for lung cancer and
the other two had had their
larynxes removed as the
result of cancer. Each attributed his problem to
smoking.
Dr. Melvin Hyman,

Project Concern, a worldwide,
non-profit medical relief
program.
"Celebration" takes place
on New Year's Eve, weaving a
fable about the time and life
cycle passing through the cold
winter season of disillusionment to the inevitable spring
of rebirth, renewal and love.
The musical is done as a
sort of show within a show,
developing into a lavish New

Tuesday and buried 90 people.
Studying experimental
Twenty-one of the victims show growth of cancer from a phonetics, and .helping
were pulled from the snow 'normal chest through varying students learn better comalive, but one died during the degrees of development. Dr. munication skills are among
night. By dawn yesterday 14 Kelson said once the cancer the programs currently
bodies had been found, and becomes Invasive, it proceeds carried at the Speech and
police said there was virtually at its own mementum. Only in Hearing Clinic, said Dr.
no hope for the 15 still buried.
James J. Egan, audiologist at
Across the Alps to the
the clinic.
southwest in the Little French
"The goal of the program
is to treat anyone handicapvillage of Lans-le-Villard,
eight bodies had been found,
adult or child," said Dr. Egan.
"We treat stutterers, cleft
two persons were missing, and
eight were injured. But a man
palates, Laryngectomies,
aphaslacs (people who have
and woman were dug alive
lost the power to use or unfrom the wreckage of a partially destroyed hotel more
ATHENS-The per- derstand speech), voice
than 17 hours after the formance by Sly and the problems and hearing loss,"
avalanche.
Family Stone, who were to he said.
The clinic offers therapy
The rescued couple said appear at Ohio University
they heard the diggers getting tomorrow, was cancelled, to persons with speech or
closer and closer to them and their agent said, due to hearing problems, and is used
cried out to attract their at- exhaustion
and
ulcer as a training ground for the
tention.
problems
suffered
by 230 undergraduate and 35
Nonstop snowfalls and Sylvester Stewart, who is Sly. graduate students in the field
shifting temperatures caused This is the sixth cancellation of speech pathology and
slides throughout the Swiss made by the group in the past audiology.
The student's first conAlps. The resort of Zermatt three weeks.
tact with the clinic occurs
was isolated when an
Ticket refunds will be during pre-registration when
avalanche cut the railway to
the valley, and helicopters made available tomorrow in he is given a speech and
flew out vacationers due to OU's Baker Center Ballroom hearing test.
If the student has a slight
return home. A slide buried 14 and at the Convocation box
skiers in Zermatt, but 10 dug office. Refunds will be made defect, he is advised to take
themselves out, and the other Monday and Tuesday at Baker Speech 122 for what Dr. Egan
called "general speech imCenter.
four were rescued.
provement."
More serious problems

'Sly' drops

OU concert

SPAGHETTI AND
MEATBALLS DINNER
5:00 •1.25 TODAY
TO 8:30 55
ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN

Year's Eve party.
Symbolic characters
perform a parable of youth
and age, innocence and
corruption, faith and despair.
Heading the cast as the El
Gallo-like narrator is Richard
Burkhart, student in music.
The production is under the

direction of Dave
sophomore (Ed.).

Toledo's "IN" Night Club

ELECTRIC FORUM

are treated in Speech 121.
Therapy is usually more an
individual basis and may last
as long as seven to nine
quarters, he said.
Students in the College of
Education must be cleared by
the clinic prior to
student
teaching.
Dr. Euan's speciality is
hearing, and he thinks there
are two major ways to treat
hearing loss.
"They can improve
communication skills by
speech reading. A hearing aid
helps them to hear and understand students better," he
said.
The clinic, which has been
in operation since 1949, is
headed by Dr. Melvin Hyman.
It has acquired equipment
worth from $55,000 to $80,000,
said Dr. Egan.
The clinic occupies a
number of offices and therapy
rooms on the four floors of
South Hall.
The clinic treats adults
and children from the community. This allows student to
work "with the types of people
they will treat in the outside
world," said Dr. Egan.
"Referrals to the clinic
come from local physicians,
local schools, psychologist and

CLAZEL

Gibson,

Tickets for the play will be
sold for one dollar in the Union
lobby until tomorrow. Tickets
will also be on sale at the
Grand Ballroom door, the
night of the performance.

NOW THRU TUESDAY, MAR. 3 EVE. AT 7 &
l:S»-Sat It Sun Mat. -at 2 and 4:4» FAR MORKOF EVERYTHING!!

James Bond
is back!

the Vocational Rehabilitation
Office in Toledo, mainly,"
said Dr. Egan.
The speech and hearing
clinic is studying experimental phonetics, and is
starting a communications lab
which would study English in
much the same way French is
studied in a foreign language
lab.
"We are developing a

program to study the normal
aspects of speech
and
hearing," said Dr. Egan.
In the future Dr. Egan
said lie would like to see a
separate building for the
Speech and Hearing Clinic.
"It would allow us to have
more adequate space, therapy
facilities
and
training
facilities," said Dr. Egan.

NEW SELECTION OF WHITE
AND NAVY BLUE
BELL BOTTOMS
Also Large Inventory of
Lev! Sta-Press Slacks

at

LEHMAN'S MEN'S WEAR
147N. Main 354-7511

Bigelow Music
Shoppe
126 Wooster

Lowest Record
Prices In Town!
1 Lot of 3.77 and 4.77
Albums $3.00!

Albums for 3.77
Will Arrive Soon

DETROIT'S

JACK BURNINGTREE

Take 1-75 North. Exit Sooth Street

tative of Nationwide Insurance, will coordinate the
remaining five programs,
which will include speakers,
films and group discussions.
The NO ASH series is
sponsored locally by the Wood
County chapters of the
American Heart Association,
the American Cancer Society,
the Tuberculosis and Health
Association

Your Favorite
5th Dimension

OOT^

1514 BROADWAY AT SOUTH FEATURING

Wednesday Thru Sunday
8 p.m. to 2:31 a.m.
Weds. - "Special" night

During the last three years,
Dr. Kelson said, it has been
found that the health of nonsmokers is endangered
around smokers.
Smoking is expensive.
Individual smokers spend an
average of $200 per year on
cigarettes. 25 per cent of home
fires are attributed to
cigarettes.
Ken Langdon, represen-

Clinic treats speech, hearing handicaps

'Celebration1 benefit begins Sunday
'Collegiates for Concern"
in cooperation with the
Student Activities Board, will
present a benefit performance
of the recent Broadway
musical, "Celebration,"
Sunday in the Grand
Ballroom, Union.
The students involved in
"Collegiates for Concern" are
donating their time and talent
to this production. All
proceeds will be donated to

professor
of
speech,
demonstrated how a person
who has had his vocal cords
removed is taught to speak
again.
Dr. Kelson attributed the
reason why people smoke to
stimulation; satisfaction of
then the need to handle
something; relief from nervous tension; and force of
habit.

45's - Oldies - 10 for $1.00
PANAVISION'
TECHNICOLOR"

UnrhJdArtarti

All Popular
Sheet Music And Folios.
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Philosophy Club progressing
A philosophy club lus now
born added to the University's
list of organizations.
Still in its early development, the club, nonetheless,
lias been sehedu'inn speakers
for future club meetings.
••The club has a lot tooffer
students, because I feel that a
creat deal of the students'
learning is acquired outside of
class
and
l liclubs's
discussions can enhance their
academic atmosphere.'' said
IX. Urnis Katzner, assistant
professor of philosophy and
club adviser.

"The philosophy club is
providing majors and minors,
as well as all students, a
means
to
discuss
philosophical
concepts
relevant to their interests,"
Dr.
Katzner
added.
"Significant emphasis so far
haf been r.tni:ini: on various
moral problems in which the
student seems more interested in discussion."
The club is structured so
that the students decide what
topics they will discuss, and
the schedule is then arranged
to provide members with a

professor speaker to lead in
the discussion.
The club has already had
two meetings, and two more
an> planned for next quarter.
In the first, organizational
meeting, Dr. Katzner spoke on
"Minorities-Their
Functions
and their Rights "

In the second meeting, toy
Ijttlefield, assistant professor
of philosophy, spoke on "What
is Metaphysics?"
One of the two remaining
meetings will be devoted to
the White Paper. Dr. Robert
Goodwin, chairman of the
commission that produced the
paper, will discuss the concept

I'anhellcnic Council voted
earlier this week to lower the
grade
point
average
requirements for rushees
from a 2.2 to a 2.0.
The change means that
women intending to pledge a
sorority must now have a 2.0
accumulative point average,
and a 2.0 average the quarter
before they rush.
The grade point average
required
for
initiation,
however, remains at 2.2.
The decision came after
Delta Sigma Theta sorority
requested grade requirements
be changed so they may increase their membership
through pledging.
Bev Evans, president of
Delta Sigma Theta, said that
through their scholarship
program, pledges' grades
have improved and it is her
opinion the 2.0 accum would
not be a hindrance to other
sororities.
Carolyn J. Wood, assistant
dean of students and Panhel
adviser, explained that individual sororities would not
necessarily pledge women
with a 2.0 accum, but would
maintain their own particular
standards for grades.
"Houses will be cutting at
higher grades according to
their national constitutions,"
she said.
In other events, Miss Wood
said that Panhel has received
a commendation for the 196869 academic year from the
National Panhellenic Conference
for
promoting
leadership, scholarship, high

moral and social standards
and for serving the University
community.
Also, elections for next
year's Panhel officers will be
held at the next meeting,
Monday.

Following the elections, the
elected officers will be
initiated, and will preside over
the one more meeting that will
take place before the quarter
ends, and continue through
next quarter and the rest of
the year.

November. The jury said he
and the Gillys had a fund to
finance the slaying, but did not
say where the money came
from.
The jury heard testimony
Tuesday from James F.
Kmetz,
who
succeeded
Yablonski as director of the
UMW's lobbying organization

in Washington, D.C.; William
J. Prater, UMW District 19
field representative; Albert
Pass, secretary-treasurer of
District 19, and Kenneth
Combs, assistant secretarytreasurer of the district.
All four were expected to
be
available
for
more
questioning today.

Alumni maintain
aid for graduates
The Board of Alumni
Relations has voted to continue its award to the
Graduate School to support
graduate students who are
studying for a doctoral
degree.
The board approved five
$1,000 awards.
The Graduate School uses
the money as part of its nonservice fellowship funds. Each
recipent of an award, in addition, has all University fees
waived as part of the award.
In general, the practice has

t

TO
DO
TODaY

been to make one award to
students in each of the five
doctoral departments of the
University.
This year's awards winners holders's of awards are:
John Jessen, speech; Jan
Witjing,
Psychology;
Theodore Acete, education;
and
Dennis
Anderson,
Biology.
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"Hopefully a nucleus of
members joining this year will
be able to carry the club
through the following years,"
Dr. Katzner said.

Yablonski jurors indict 5
(Continued from Page 4)
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of creativity in the University's educational system, and
what the students role should
be.

Panhel lowers requirements
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GROWTH GROUP
Will meet at 3 p.m. in 320
Student Services Bldg.
INDIA WEEK
Begins with a 2 p.m. talk by
Dr. C.V. Narasimhan in the
Grand Ballroom, Union. The
chief of staff in the Office of
the Secretary-General United
Nations,
will
speak
on

^i®*8— CLdSSIFIED —«®fc~

"Mahatma Gandhi-Image
and Impact."

KARATE CLUB
Will meet at 7 p.m in 108
Women's Gym.

niversary! Love, Dad.

ThfBdNwi
lOfil'imrrsil* H.ll
thai .172-2710
tW pn line per da> :
lines minimum, averaict "I •>
words per line
Deadlines 1 p m two da\s
before tlale «( publifalton
The Wi New* reserves the
ntlhl to edit or rejevt an>
classified
adverhsemeni
placed
Printed errors which in the
News' opinion deter front the
value wf the adverhsentent.
will be rectified free «*f chance
if m-'i liil in person within 48
hours "( publication
K.*|IN

AMERICAN ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
PROFESSORS
Will meet at 7:30 p.m. In
the Ohio Suite, Union.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE
COM£GE ORGANIZATION
Will meet at 6:30 p.m. in
Prout Chapel.
VETERAN'S CLUB
Will meet at 5 p.m. in the
Perry Room, Union.

As winter departs the scene,
she'll create her own excitement under the sun in this
colorful striped dirndl skirt
and knit blouse with long
tab collar and buttoned
placket front.

BUSINESS EQUIPMENT
Will be exhibited from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. in the Wayne
Room, Union. The Evans
Office Equipment Co., Findlay, will demonstrate the
1970 models of office qulpment.

Korsythia
Drink Syniki
Ctiarnpagne, the champagne
'hat makes you feel so
young." laildie

Congratulations and Best
Wishes to Holly and Jim on
their O Phi A- A Phi O
l-avalierings Ophie

little Sue

Beautiful Marg « Eva

Big Connie • I'm so proud and
happy to be your little You're
the greatest' UL little Kath

Maureen - you're the greatest
tug ever' UL Sue

Gamma Phi Pledlea - Thanks
lor the itreat aerenade-thr
«r» an* was (ml, too The
Actina.

Slope

Happy

4th

An-

Nance, Im the luckiest bab>
Owl to have you for a Big
Love Little Km

Delta Phi lavaltenng and best
of luck always Sweat 4 Tears

Men-You are irmied to
Rush smoker at the S4g Ep
house Sunday - 7M-9 00.
Welcome to the turtle clan,
Uaa Funnies run tn the
family KD love Pam
PIKA sec. Forget your dirts
and come to the Pk eating
contest' Tomorrow 7:30 pm
Dance following Man's Gym
Ride needed to Miami U- Feb
27 - Call Donna 2JW or Barb

Dee, you make the greatest
Big1 Ul. little Judy

mine" Chi-O.liove • little wait. Chi O lAve-but most of
Jack
all. ours. Uttle Deb and little
Dons.
Bag Cind> •Friendship Improves Happiness" What more Gail: we hope your carnation
can I ask (or* Alpha Chi l«vr. (lowers into something

l»i. Heidi

Blood-congrela on your Sisma

ADPI i say thanks Alpha Sigs
for a Tea-nffic Time

[Hurray (or toes and talking
eats' liOve my Balrdy Big
your typical freshman littleENGAGEMENT RINGS ■ Jude
.tulip Morton, conlemporarv
- 114 W Wooater
Diane and Pam - the big things
in life are worth waiting (or
Btg Barb - So glad you're And you were both worth the

HAPPY Birthday Vauchn"

or 344-3024

Cherryn Lemon? Apple' Take
your pick tomorrow 7:30 p m
Men's Gym.

PERSONALS

A Sand DC. are dtggm their
new Pm Kappa Tau Bigs

l p

Pledges

Emma-You re a GREAT
aponaor
Thanki
for
everything UL Kalh>

I'm the luckiest pledge ever
Alpha Chi love. Kathy

EMERGENCY Purw loil
Sll nllt al C.I IniporUnI IDs
needed for trip to Eirope.
DetperaleV Reward Call
Eva. IX Proul. 23431

Get high for those pm LSSD

Cindy O You're the Bee*
Kneea Chi<0 Love and mine.
little Nanc

To my very own Btg Holly

LOST AND FOUND

Hide needed to OU Call 23300

(EhfMniumiti|§hopiJf5^[

Ijttte Big Me« - You're the
Krealeit bt|[ ever1 But we ttlll
don't look alike' Chi o love.
Big Ultle Kath

Dear Big. It's a real Mardu
Gras having you aa my big. A
big HOOT from me to you
OhtO love and mine, your
little Marsha
Happy Day Aunt Mabelllednii lave you - Pru-kttes

Male Roommate wanted
Valentine Apis Cheap call
3534204 after five

Ride or share cab to Toledo
Airport Fn Feb 27 at 4 00 •
4 30 WiU pay Call Deb 24223 '

m

Pit 2-M Call 3»4r-4731

FOUND Mone> near Ad
Bide. Owntr can claim by
idenufytng and paying for ad
n-2K7 Mrs Beck

RENTALS • SALES
Needed MALE roommate,
spring. 135 W Reed or 343-4412
after t p.m.
Need 2 men for spr Qt. Unir
Cta. close to campus Ph 3424334
Female roommate 3rd qtr
Reasonable rates. Greenview
352-5349
I9M Green VW Excellent
Condition Must sell now. Call
342-4474 after < 00
For Rent Room in private
home available (or one girl
Will be sharing with one girl
Kitchen facilities in baarment
Four blocks from campus.
Contact Margaret st 344-2441
after 4 pm

Ride available to Chicago
Friday Feb 27. Call landa 342-

2 bedroom apt all summer
senu-furnished. 1134 mo 35222t5 72 Greenview

Ride wanted to Columbus.
Feb. 27 Will pay Susan 2-4909

4 girls needed to sublease apt
for summer 372-4001

Three girls need nde to Ft
Uuderdale will share expenses Call 372-5622 or 37247*3

I960 Honda 350 cr like new
IM 00 72 Greenview 352-2296

Alpha Stgs Way to do the job
at the hockey game last night'
Need ride to Cincinnati
Friday WIU share rapenm
Call Karen 171-1101

CanttntalaUona Sue and B«
Jim an your A Phi O
lavabenraj. Your Ultle. Tun

Ride needed lor 2 to Boston
over Spnnit Break Will share
eapenses Call Chen at JM«7B alter 4

Plkaa: We ak* cherry pan but
we love our brothers better

Kak needed lor 2 ts Canton,
lawievtlle araa aay Hsne aftsr

Sony tape recorder-TC-430
barely used - Call 353-3712
SUB I-KASIM'. attractive apt
to share with 3 girls Contact
Betty DiTray 2B6I
Apt to sublet Summer 1
bedmv Greenview ph »:•

M
Dne Male roominate needed
lor apartment sonn* quarter
111 Palmer Apt. 11 Call K

For Sale 23 TV best offer
Call 354-32K
4 girls needed to sublease apt
summer qtrs furnished. 3
blocks from campus: M&
month Call 372-40*
Want to sublease furnished
apt to married couple for
spring and summer Call 362tt»2arter5
1 roommate needed for spring
quarter Palmer Apartment*
Call 343-lOt?
Needed 2 fern roommates
3rd qtr. 3 fern Summer
Greenview 352-9144
Need 4 girls (or New love Apt
for summer Call 372-1107
Uiuiiediateh

The lom-O 45 VW _'J40t
Custom styled Ducati 340rc
best offer over >400 3534255

.Apt* to sublet (or summer 1
blk from campus 135 mo 3724aft

BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Counarlors wanted lor Tamp
Somenel lor girla and camp
Cobboaaee lor boys Require
men and women hig-hl) skilled
in ramp activities at least 21
\ears of aite preferablx with
previous camp counselling
espenence.
Camps
are
located in the State o( Maine
Positions available in all
departments Write full detals
to Tamp Oflice. rs East srid
Street. New York. New York

inn
JOBS' JOBS' and more
JOBS' Students, teachers
Stateside
and
InlemationalJoba. Hecrrational
Jobs; Year-round Jobs:
Summer Jobs All occupations
and trades. Enjoy a vacation
while you earn. Hurry' The
best joos are taken early
Wnle "JOBS". P O Bos I7J.
Dept.
CP J1J-I.
lo:li
Calihrma H24I
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Rookie netmen hold
key to strong season
By A. F. Bequ
Sports Writer
Racketeers are beginning
to take over at the University.
Led by Falcons tennis
coach Bob Gill, the Bowling
Green net squad has been
busily occupied since midJanuary in preparation for the
season opener March 21.
With (our of last season's
top seven regulars absent
through graduation, it would
appear that a rebuilding year
is in sight.
Not so.
"I'M very cautiously
optimistic," said Gill. "We

picked up a lot of talented
freshmen, who will see action
this season. Overall 1 expect
us to be improved .over last
year.
"Our lack of experience
could cause us trouble in he
close matches but we have an
excellent possibility for good
depth, one of last season's
weaknesses. Nobody has a
position sewed up yet," he
said.
Denny Cavanaugh, last
campaign's No. 1 singles
player, returns along with
lefty Mike CosteUo, No. 3 last
season and Mark Goldner, No.

Intramural notes and standings
Entries for the all-campus
swimming meet are now
available from fraternity and
residence hall athletic
chairmen. They are due
March 3. Preliminaries will be
held March 4 at 4:30 in the
natatorium with the finals
March S at 4: IS.
The fraternity qandball
standings (through February
19) have Alpha Sigma Phi and
Phi. Delta Theta sharing the
league lead with perfect 3-0
ledgers. Sigma Alpha Epsilon
rests alone at 4-0 in the other
league.
The Costellas, Jacks Pack
and Brewers each hold leads
in their respective divisions in
independent hockey. Can Ams
and Grads share the
remaining division lead with
34 slates. Jacks Pack continues to be the most prolific
scoring team with 57 goals in
four games to one yielded on
defense. The Brewers matched the defensive feat by only
issuing one goal.
Alpha Sigma Phi and Delta
Uptilon hold down top spots in

fraternity hockey while Sigma
Phi Epsilon and Beta Theta PI
share the remaining division
lead. Alpha Sigma Phi has
given up just one goal in its
three outings.
Phi Kappa Tau, and Sigma
Phi Epsilon, have 4-0 records
for division leads in league A
of fraternity intramural
basketball. Alpha Tau Omega
and Sigma Tau Delta share
the other division top spot.
league B has all single
leaders with 4-0 records:
Alpha Tau Omega, Sigma Phi
Epsilon and Phi Delta Theta.
The Bombers (3-0) hold a
three point lead in the league
in independent bowling
standings. B's and D's
although 3-0 in league 2, hold
the lead by only one point over
the Fearsome Foursome.
Theta Chi Is the league 3
leader in the fraternity
standings. Phi Delta Theta
and Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
despite different records,
share the point lead with 10.
Sigma Chi leads in league 2
although with only a 2-1
record.

Tankers set goals
for Oakland finals

7 a year ago. Cavanaugh will
not be available to the tennis
team until basketball season
terminates, something that
concerns
Coach
Gill.
Cavanaugh could miss the
spring trip, depending on BG's
roundball fortunes.
The rest of the lineup will
probably come from a quartet
of freshmen and sophomore
Bill Oudsema.
He was the top netter on
last year's freshman and will
move up to the varsity along
with
newcomers
Tom
Lightvoet, Sam Salisbury,
Dan Ryan and Ron Dredge.
Lightvoet was a teammate of Oudsema's two years
ago in high school at
Kalamatoo, where they were
runners-up in the Michigan
State Class A doubles.
Salisbury and Ryan, both
from Sturgis, Mich, are also
well acquainted with double's
courts, having swatted back to
back doubles titles in Class B
action.
Ron Dredge , Springfield,
is the fourth freshman on the
Falcon roster.
Although Gill isn't decided
upon his starting lineup,
current estimation of the
squad has Cavanaugh No. 1
CosteUo and Lightvoet buttling for No. 2 and No. 3 and
Sam Salisbury settled at No. 4.
The rest of the squad appears
pretty even right now.
"I was real pleased with
our doubles improvement
during the year last season,"
said Gill, "but right now I'd
say the real key to our plans
would be Cavanaugh. He was
the MAC runnerup last year in
No. 1 singles and the man who
defeated him is gone.
The opponent for the
March 21 opener is not
finalized but Gill states that it
will probably be against
Wittenberg.

Shooters split
The varsity rifle club split
a pair of matches while the
freshmen squad won handidly. The varsity's win over
Case Western Reserve gave
them temporary possession of
Bret place in the Lake Erie
Intercollegiate Rifle Conference.
BG dumped the former
number one team by a
narrow margin 1276-1273.
The lead was short lived
when the club dropped a
match to Gannon College of
Erie, Pa. a day later. The
defeat, 1307-1259, dropped the
dub to third behind Akron and
Cue.

■
'
Bobud.,

WAITING FOR a pass from his teammate Is this lacrosse candidate one of SO
vying for positions this season. It's not an easy task, as this sticker paws the still
frozen turf for control of the ball.

Stickmen start rebuilding
By Jack Carle
Sports Writer
The season's only a
month away and there has
been only three days of
practice.
However, the
outlook is optimistic as 60
players are vying for 30
spots on the lacrosse team.
The returnees are great in
number but the losses from
last year's squad that was 10-1
will be felt. Seven starters
from last year have since
graduated and their places
will be hard to fill.
Returning for the Falcons
will be all-American John
Dohms on. attack. Dohms,
one of this years co-captains
holds the school record for
assists and will be leading the
attack.
Several other
experienced stickers will be
back from last year including
Bruce Correll and Steve
Sachse a mid-fielder who has
been moved to attack. New
prospect include Leif Elsmo
a freshman and Joe Hofmann.
The defense will be led by
co-captain Jim Newcity. Greg
Reid will be back with another
years experience.
Several
other players will be making

their first appearances for BG
Buzz Chaffey will bostler the
defense as weill freshman
Curt Kimbell and Ed Goldstone a former high school
player going out for lacrosse
the first time.
In the goal will be junior
Sam Giarrusso the main
Falcon goalie last year.
Helping Giarrusso will be Bob
Tate.
The greatest numbers of
players are in the mid-field
area of play and there are
about 20 of them trying out for
those positions. Back from
last year are Joe Zimmerman,
Art Curtis, Sal Zanfardino,
Rich Lieberfart. Bob Kalbfleisch, Art Halperin, and

Marty Best.

All these Falcons had
varsity experience last year.
New faces will be Tom
Vogtsberger who had to sit out
a year because of the transfer
rule and junior-college
transfer John Bizendine.
Moved from defense to
mid-field is Craig Buksar.
Up from the freshman team
are Berry Bardman, Jack
Horney, Pete Fraiser, Steve
Brown and Terry Cameron.
New freshman prospect are
John Zanfardino and Danny
Vereb.
"This is the largest group
we've ever had but the freshman rule helps," said
Cochrane.

THE

Have A Happy Day

favorite.
Tom Parker presents an
interesting obstacle for the
Falcons. Parker is one of
Oakland's divers, but also a
freestyle sprinter as well.
Last season, he gathered
second finishes in both events.
A weak butterfly and
breaststroke have hurt
Oakland, whose losses include
Ashland
and
Western
Michigan, both of whom were
also conquerers of Bowling
Green.
Coach Tom Stubbs feels
the diving competition could
be the key to the meets outcome.
"Hopefully we can get
enough points to win it for us
in the other events," explained Stubbs. "Oakland has
a real good set of divers, and
of course with Tom Walter injured, our only entry is Wayne
Chester."

Rugby club
The rugby club will
begin organized
practice at 4:15 p.m.
Monday at the rugby
field.
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Ml UP FLARES

AUNT MABEL
WARMING UP fee a new baseball season Is New
York Met lefthander Jerry Koosma .. Koosman'i
left arm helped lead the Mets to the World Championship by winning two games In the World Series.

Jim Miller
Sporta Writer
Tonight at 7:30 Bowling
Green swimmers will be in
Michigan to do battle with
Oakland University.
Last
year the Falcons netted a 73-40
verdict.
BG presently owns a 3-8
won-loss record and a win
tonight could have several
advantages. First of all it
would end the regular dual
meet season on a high note,
always a happy side light for
the year. Secondly, it would
be a big boost for the squad to
head into the MAC championships coming off a victory.
Perhaps most important
of all. a triumph would double
the tankers number of wins of
last season.
Oakland's top swimmer is
probably Dave Campbell, an
excellent freestyler. Bill Zeeb
could be in for a tight matchup.
In last year's meet,
Campbell won the 200 yard
freestyle and placed second to
Zeeb in the 100 yard race.
John Bryk provides the
opposition in the distance
events, but BG's Frank Mutz
should be classified as the
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WINDJAMMERS
— Your loving Phi's

Fri. & Sat.
8:30 Till 1:OOAM.
ALPENHORN ROOM
119 N. MAIN

PIZZA
10 & 13"

A 70
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Enjoy This Sunday Diner
ONE FREE SOFT DRINK

Special at the Ambassador
BAKED HAM WITH FRUIT SAUCE
PLUS ALL THE TRIMMINGS—$2.75
CHICKEN DINNER-**.*

WITH THE PURCHASE OF
ANY PIZZA TUESDAY OR THURSDAY

And Remember! Private Rooms
Are Available For Your Party,
Reception. Banquet Or Other
Special Event...Any Day Or Night

5c

on oil ordors
hi Bowltaf Green Only

6 P.M. to 9 PM.

\

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE!

Free Delivery
Cofft*

/ft I A,

Coffo*

5c

3544611

DOUBLE YOUR PLEASURE
by being impeccably double
breasted. One way to be expansive, our six buttoned blazer
of finest polyester/worsted hopsack Pleasurably light and
cool, it is crafted with unusual attention to styling details.
Note the extra-long side vents, authoritative lapels and
smooth fall of the shoulders. A try on? Our pleasure.

You'll want to, when you see ours. Like — fit. With
the kind of tailoring that's up to the neat fabrics
and patterns we're known for. Send up a few pair
in your spring wardrobe, and set yourself to grab
some attention.

fie Ben Cfoe Ben
The "Backroom" At

The AMBASSADOR
East Toledo Expressway (120) at Hartley
Near Stony Ridge Interchange 837-5791

Beef Champ
Ml. Main

atom
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Falcons beat Broncos
fo remain in title race
By Gary Davis
Sports Editor
The clock was ticking off
Jie final nine seconds and five
Falcons were limply using
their hands in a semblance of
defense. The last thing they
wanted was a foul.
Western's Leroy Dixon
manuevered in for a lay up just
before the buzzer, but that was
acceptable.
The
buzzer
roared
simultaneously and sounded
the end on a 75-74 Falcon win.
Bowling
Green
clung
desperately to a tiny lead for
the final three minutes and
were comfortably ahead by
three in the final nine seconds.
Jim Penix canned both
ends of an intentional foul call,
making it four straight free
throws to close out the Falcon
scoring.
It was poetic justice that
the game end on a one point
decision, after being tied 19
times.
It was also ironic that the
Falcons won it in a pattern
similar to the first clash with
the Broncos. After being
outshot by a decided 33-27
margin in field goals, the
Falcons canned 21 of 29 free
throws to swallow up the
Western edge.
The win tips the Falcons'
league mark to 7-2 and keeps
them in the running for the
Mid-American conference
title. Bowling Green is 14-8
overall.
The two charity tosses by
Penix upped the Falcon lead
to three points and they
dropped back to defend
without fouling.
"If Penix made the shots
they were to drop back," said
Conibear. Western had permitted the Falcons to stall 48
seconds before fouling Penix.
"I was a little elated," said
Conibear, pleased that the
Broncos waited that long,
"Our kids are good foul
shooters under pressure."
"You Just don't foul a
F-'nix," said Bronco coach
Sonny Means, "But then we
didn't look at numbers when
we did it."
The Falcons finished with a

21-8 margin from the foul line rally and Rich Walker notafter a 47 per cent night from ched double figures with 14
the floor. The visitors were and 10. It was enough to offset
fairly efficient in netting eight the sizzling shooting of Bill
of their 12 charity chances, but VanderWoude and Joel
it was the rarity of chances Volkert.
that hurt.
The Broncos got a sub"Their fouls hurt them,"
said Conibear, "We had only stiture push from guard John
11 and played some pretty Sperla (16 points) who was
Ellis
Hull,
good man-to-man defense. We replacing
didn't have to go to the zone Western's leading scorer.
except on in bounds plays."
Western broke from the 34Bowling Green (75)
34 halftime tie and took
control by a scant margin Penix 6-9-21, McLemore 8-5-21,
Coonally 5-4-14, Walker 4-2-10,
until the 11:46 mark when BG Quayle 3-1-7, Rodeheffer 1-0-2,
pulled into another tie. The
T»ttls 27-21-75.
score wavered but the Falcons
were ready to move. Western
Western Michigan (74)
applied the stopper and
Sperla 7-2-14, Woelkert 7-4-18,
momentum killer by slowing Jenkins 6-1-13. VanderWoude
down their offense and thusly
•4-U, Dixon 2-1-5. Hull 1-0-2,
the game.
Davenport 2-0-4. Totals 33-8"We wanted to sit on it and
slow the tempo," said Sonny 74.
Means, "The crowd was
Score by halves
getting up and we wanted to
34 41- - n
BG
shut them off. It was the first
34 40- - 74
WMU
time in the evening they came
to life and we didn't want it to
get to them."
After a somewhat sluggish
first half both teams increased
the second half tempo.
"For the last 20 minutes we
played our good basketball
game," said Conibear, "We
may have still been bucking
the Chicago winds or
something. They didn't
pressure us and sort of lulled
us into a slow tempo. We went
to work a most methodically
and only went through the
motions of offense."
Dan McI«more and Jim
Penix led the Falcons with 21
points each, while Jim Con-

Lacking the fluidness and
mobility
that
usually
characterizes their attack, the
Falcons shared the halftime
score 34-34. Possibly winded,
with this the third game in five
days. Bowling Green was
lethargic throughout the half.
Neither team was hitting,
the Falcons slumping to a 40
per cent accuracy from the
floor. The score was tied 10
times, Western pulling into a
deadlock at the half on a
bucket by Earl Jenkins.
The Falcons managed to
hold the lead for most of the
final eight minutes and even
strided to a 31-26 margin on a
steal and layup by Walker. He
and McLemore paced BG with
nine and 10 points while
Western sharp shooters, Joel
Voelkert and VanderWoude
hit for 18 of the Bronco's 34
points.
Both teams were plagued
by continual jumbling and
hobbling on rebounds as the
ball repeatedly exchanged
hands.

<?
sporrs

Freshmen roily to win
ByJackO'Breza
Sports Writer

.

Nowt photo by Klrl Bobuoor

A RARE scene this time for Jim Penix (51) was a Jumper. More valuable
were his four free throws and assist to Bob Quayle for the final seven points

"They (Western Michigan)
were aggressive in the first
half and we were in the
second," said assistant freshmen coach John Heft.
That was the story of the
young Falcons tenth victory of
the season, a 73-70 triumph
over the Western Michigan
freshmen.
The young Falcons started
the game on a bad note as they
committed three straight
turnovers in the opening
minutes to give the Broncos an
early 9-3 advantage.
Bowling Green trailed
throughout the first half and at
intermission found themselves down 37-28.
The second half was a
complete reversal as the BG
freshmen fought their way
back and tied the Broncos 4545 with 14:43 remaining in the
contest
The lead switched hands
several times before the, BG
freshmen took command with
10:35 left to play when coach
Heft went to a three guard
offense.
"We were in foul trouble so
consequently we went with
three guards in an attempt to
hold onto the ball," explained
Heft.
The key to the Falcons
sudden surge was the performance of guard Al Russ
who scored 17 points.
Russ attempted but one
shot from the field in the
opening period, but made four
of seven attempts from the
door in the final half. He also
made seven of seven free
throws.
Taking advantage of
Bronco fouls in the final
period, the freshmen cashed
in on 21 of 24 attempts from
the charity line. At one stretch
the Falcons made 13 straight
foul shots.

Bowling Green's Jeff
l*ssig led all scorers with a
game high of 24 points including eight of 17 from the
field.
In
the
rebounding
department, the young
Broncos held a 39-38 edge over
the BG freshmen. Jeff Booms
was the game's top rebounder
with 11 rebounds.
The Falcons' scoring went
as follows: Lessig (24), Russ
(17), Tom Scott (11), Dalynn
Badenhop and Jeff Booms
nine and Tim Perrine with
seven points.

Nowi photo by Klrt Bobudor

DRIVING FOR a layup is guard AI Russ who scored 17
second half points as Bowling Green's freshmen beat
Western Michigan 73-70. Al was perfect from the charity
line as he made seven of seven attempts.

Wrestlers host Miami
in final dual encounter
By Jack O'Breza
Sports Writer
Who will go without a
MAC dual meet win?
That is the big question
facing both Bowling Green
and Miami as they tangle for
their last conference wrestling
match of the season in
Memorial Hall at 8 p.m.
tonight.
It will be the final dual
meet of the year for both
teams.
The Falcons go into the
contest with a 7-4 overall
record. The four defeats all
coming at the hands of MAC
opponents. Miami brings a 2-5
slate into the match which
also includes four losses to
conference foes.
It is a must match for both
teams with the winners' prize
being a better attitude for the
MAC championships at BG
next Saturday.
"We're ready mentally
and physically," commented
coach Bruce Bellard. "After
three straight road matches, I
think the boys will be glad to

be at home and wrestle before
the hometown fans."
If nothing else, this meet
will feature some potential
individual conference
champions in the Redskins'
118 pound Ron Sheer (64) and
BG's 134 lb. George Kirkwood
(6*2), 1671b.ButchFalk(101) and 190 lb. Joe Green (4-0).
Bolstering the Falcons'
chances of a victory will be the
addition of Kirkwood who has
been out because of illness for
the past three weeks. Kirkwood, a 134 lb. standout,
finished third at 130 lbs. in the
MAC championships and
compiled a 9-2-3 dual meet
record last season.
Kirkwood, a three year
letterman from Camillus,
New York, will bump heads
with Miami's Ron Plasman
who he beat 2-1 last year for
third place in the conference.
This season Plasman is
sporting a 4-1-1 record.
At 118 lbs., Tom Bowers
will wrestle the Redskins'
Sheer. Last season. Sheer
edged Bowers 3-0 in a dual
meet that saw both teams
fight to a 16-11 tie.

Dave Weilnau will have
his hands full again this week
as tangles with Miami's
Lynn Start. Last year, their
match ended in a 2-2 draw...
Missing from the lineup
will be Bill Nucklos (10-1), a
potential MAC champs at 177
lbs. , who sustained a knee
injury during his 4-0 victory
over Western's Eddie Rice on
Saturday.
As in the three previous
MAC dual meet matches this
season with Toledo, Kent and
Western, coach Bellard
believes the key to a Falcon
triumph will be the fate of
BG's lightweights.
"The match will be
decided in the first four
matches (118-142)," predicted
Bellard. "We must at least
stay even with them In those
weights if we expect to win."
The Falcons ' starting
lineup will be Bowers (US), Al
Womack (126), Kirkwood
(134), Weilnau (142), Mike
Clark (150), John Ress (158),
Falk (167), either Bill Fickes
or Claude Cowan at 177, Green
(190) and either Ben Patti or
lack Hogan at heavyweight

